Clarification-01 Regarding Tender PEC/DEL/Solar/Arunachal/2017-18/01
Date: 08.02.2018

1. Supply of cables in whose scope PEC or tenderer? If it will be in
tenderer's scope then total cables requirements for each House
Holds in case of solar home s/s& in case of SSL along with their
Specifications of cable, size and length.
Clarification: Cables would be supplied by PEC
2. Details
regarding
Comprehensive
maintenance are to be required.

5

years Operation

and

Clarification: Comprehensive Maintenance is to be provided for all
3. Is there any person will be available from company side during installation
period?
Clarification: May or may not be. However surprise visits and monitoring
may be undertaken as per requirement.
4. Is anyone assist in obtaining installation and Commissioning certificate duly
certified by the authorized representative of the Employer and owner of the
respective house along with a self-attested Xerox copy of KYC document.
Clarification: The same shall be the sole responsibility of the

agency/bidder appointed for the task.

5. Please clarify the payment terms w.r.t to award of smaller lots to successful
bidders. i.e in case bidder is awarded a contract say less than 500 homes.
How payment will be made?
Clarification: As mentioned in Tender there would be no advance

payment. Payment will made after
commissioning of the lot assigned.

successful

inspection

of

6. Refer page no. 12 pt no. 20, The technical bid shall be opened on
10.03.2017 at 16:30 Hrs in PEC office, New Delhi in the presence of such
Bidders /their representatives but in the same tender pg no. 1, the technocommercial bid opening date will be 12.02.2018 up to 11:30 Hours. Please
clarify ambiguity regarding opening date & time of technical bid.

Clarification: “10.03.2017 at 16:30 Hrs in PEC office, New Delhi” is

typographical error and 12.02.2018 at 11:30 Hours is correct. Bid
would be opened at Arunachal Pradesh on the address as provided in
Tender.
7. PAYMENT TERMS for Comprehensive Maintenance:
Clarification: Payment of 20% of the order value shall be made after
completion of each year of successful comprehensive maintenance. Agencies
also need to Establishment of Service Centres within 30 KM reach of

each village and Toll Free Number for complaint redressals.
8. Is there any relaxation of EMD amount for MSME/ NSIC firms:
Clarification: As per government rules/law of the land. In case agencies
are availing any relaxation, a documentary proof needs to be submitted
along with the bids in this regard.

